New Role of Resistin in Lipopolysaccharide-Induced Liver Damage in Mice
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ABSTRACT

Studies in rodents suggest that the adipocytokine resistin causes insulin resistance via impairing normal insulin signaling. However, in humans, resistin may play a more important role in inflammation than in insulin resistance. Whether resistin contributes to inflammation in rodents is unclear. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to determine the effect of resistin exposure on the basal and stimulated lipopolysaccharide (LPS) inflammatory response in mouse liver in vivo. Resistin alone had no major effects on hepatic expression of insulin-responsive genes, either in the presence or absence of LPS. Although it had no effect alone, resistin significantly enhanced hepatic inflammation and necrosis caused by LPS. Resistin increased expression of proinflammatory genes, e.g., plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI)-1, and activity of mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase, extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2, caused by LPS, but had little effect on anti-inflammatory gene expression. Resistin also enhanced fibrin deposition (an index of hemostasis) caused by LPS. The increase in PAI-1 expression, fibrin deposition, and liver damage caused by LPS + resistin was almost completely prevented either by inhibiting the coagulation cascade, hirudin, or by blocking MAP kinase signaling, U0126 [1,4-diamino-2,3-dicyano-1,4-bis(2-aminophenylthio) butadiene], indicating that these pathways play a causal role in observed enhanced liver damage caused by resistin. Taken together, the augmentation of LPS-induced liver damage caused by resistin seems to involve, at least in part, up-regulation of hepatic inflammation via mechanisms most likely involving the coagulation cascade and fibrin accumulation. These data also suggest that resistin may have proinflammatory roles in mouse liver independent of its effects on insulin signaling, analogous to previous work in humans.

Hepatic disease (e.g., nonalcoholic steatohepatitis) is a common complication of insulin resistance and type II diabetes and is mediated, at least in part, by enhanced systemic and local inflammation (Hotamisligil et al., 1993). Inflammation during insulin resistance has often correlated with overproduction of local proinflammatory cytokines, such as TNFα (Lehrke et al., 2004). Furthermore, recent work has indicated that some adipokines, whose release from adipose tissue is altered during insulin resistance (i.e., leptin and adiponectin), also directly coordinate the local inflammatory response in liver (Tsochatzis et al., 2006). However, mechanisms by which adipokines modulate hepatic inflammation and the possible role of other adipokines in this process are unclear.

Resistin, also known as FIZZ3 and adipocyte-derived secretory factor (Holcomb et al., 2000; Steppan et al., 2001b; Rajala et al., 2002), is a 12.5-kDa polypeptide synthesized and secreted by adipocytes. In rodents, serum levels of resistin were elevated in models of obesity, and high-dose resistin altered glucose metabolism through impairment of insulin action, particularly in the liver (Steppan et al., 2001a; McTernan et al., 2006). Furthermore, mice lacking resistin have decreased fasted glucose levels (Banerjee et al., 2004). Coupled with the observation that plasma resistin levels are also elevated in humans with type 2 diabetes (Youn et al., 2004), it was speculated that the role of resistin in mammalian species is to regulate insulin signaling and subsequent glucose metabolism.

More recent studies in humans have challenged the assumed function of resistin in vivo, at least in this species. In particular,
resistin is robustly expressed in human monocytes (instead of only in adipocytes; e.g., Kaser et al., 2003; McTernan et al., 2006), and serum levels in humans correlate more with inflammation rather than with insulin resistance (e.g., Bokarewa et al., 2005). The results of these studies have led to the speculation that there are interspecies differences in resistin and its effects, with the adipokine mediating predominantly proinflammatory effects in humans (Bertolani et al., 2006; Haluzik and Haluzikova, 2006). However, whether or not resistin also contributes to hepatic inflammation in rodents (independent of insulin resistance) has not been delineated. The purpose of the current study was to determine the effect of acute resistin on hepatic inflammation and damage caused by the model hepatotoxicant, lipopolysaccharide (LPS).

Materials and Methods

Animals and Treatments. Four-week-old male C57BL/6J mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Mice were housed in a pathogen-free facility accredited by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care, and procedures were approved by the local Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Food and tap water were allowed ad libitum. Animals received injections with recombinant murine resistin (EMD Biosciences, San Diego, CA; 0.33 mg/kg i.p.) and/or LPS (Escherichia coli, serotype 055:B5, batch 075K4038; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO; 10 mg/kg i.p.) or saline vehicle. The dose of resistin is based on preliminary studies and is within the range of studies published by other groups (e.g., Ort et al., 2005). The dose of LPS was determined by preliminary range-finding experiments to cause moderate liver damage. With this dose, animals are ataxic and show signs of stress (e.g., raised hair) but remain conscious and show no signs of toxicity to other target organs (e.g., plasma CK-MB activity was not significantly increased). Contamination of the resistin stock solution with LPS was below detectable limits of the limulus amebocyte lysate assay, determined with a commercially available kit (Lonza Walkersville, Inc., Walkersville, MD). Hirudin (Refrudan; Berlex, Montville, NJ; 1 mg/kg s.c.) or vehicle (saline) was given 30, 150, and 270 min after LPS. U0126 (Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA; 10 mg/kg i.p.) or vehicle (dimethyl sulfoxide) was administered 60 min after LPS. Mice were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (100/15 mg/kg i.m.) 1, 8, and 24 h after receiving injections with LPS. Blood was collected from the vena cava just before sacrifice by exsanguination, and citrated plasma was stored at −80°C for further analysis. Portions of liver tissue were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, frozen-fixed in OCT-Compound (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, CA), or fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for subsequent sectioning and mounting on microscope slides.

Clinical Analyses and Histology. Plasma levels of aminotransferases (alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST)) were determined using standard kits (Thermo retrace, Melbourne, Australia). Plasma insulin was quantitated using an ELISA kit purchased from ALPCO Diagnostics (Windham, NH). Plasma levels of resistin were determined using an ELISA kit purchased from BioAssay Systems (Hayward, CA). Plasma TNFα was quantitated using an ELISA kit purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). Neutrophil accumulation in livers was assessed by chloroacetate esterase (CAE) staining as described previously (Guo et al., 2004). Paraffin-embedded sections were stained for terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick-end labeling (TUNEL) using a commercially available kit (Millpore Bioscience Research Reagents, Temecula, CA). CAE and TUNEL staining were analyzed by counting CAE and TUNEL-positive cells per 1000 hepatocytes. Pathology was scored in a blinded manner by a trained pathologist; the number of necrotic or inflammatory foci (involving >5 cells) was determined in 10 400× fields.

Immunofluorescent Detection of Fibrin Accumulation. For immunofluorescent detection of fibrin deposition, sections of frozen liver (6-μm thick) were fixed in 10% buffered formalin containing 2% acetic acid for 30 min at room temperature; this acid step solubilizes all but cross-linked fibrin. Sections were blocked with PBS containing 10% horse serum (Pierce, Rockford, IL) for 30 min, followed by incubation overnight at 4°C with affinity purified rabbit anti-human fibrinogen IgG (Dako North America, Inc., Carpinteria, CA) diluted in blocking solution. Sections were washed three times for 5 min each with PBS and incubated for 3 h with donkey anti-rabbit antibody conjugated to Alexa 488 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Sections were washed with PBS and visualized using a confocal microscope (Zeiss Axiolr 100 LSM 510; Carl Zeiss Inc., Thornwood, NY) and LSM 510 software. No staining was observed in controls for which the primary or secondary antibody was excluded from the staining protocol. Liver sections from all treatment groups were stained at the same time.

RNA Isolation and Real-Time RT-Polymerase Chain Reaction. RNA extraction and real-time RT-PCR were performed as described previously (Bergheim et al., 2006a). PCR primers and probes were designed using Primer 3 (Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, Cambridge, MA). Primers were designed to cross introns to ensure that only cDNA and not genomic DNA was amplified (Table 1). Primers and probes for GLUT-1, GLUT-4, and intercellular adhesion molecule-1 were purchased as a kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). The amplification reactions were carried out in the ABI Prism 7700 sequence detection system (Applied Biosystems). The comparative Ct method was used to determine -fold differences between samples and the calibrator gene (β-actin), and purity of PCR products was verified by gel electrophoresis. The comparative Ct method determines the amount of target, normalized to an endogenous reference (β-actin) and relative to a calibrator (2−ΔΔCt).

Immunobots. Liver samples were homogenized in radioimmuno-precipitation assay buffer [20 mM Tris/Cl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% (w/v) Triton X-100], containing protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Appropriate volumes of SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis sample buffer were added to protein extracts. Samples were loaded onto SDS-polyacrylamide gels of 10% (w/v) acrylamide, followed by electrophoresis and Western blotting onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Hybond P; GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK). Primary antibodies against phosphorylated and total ERK1/2 and JNK were used (Cell Signaling Technology Inc., Danvers, MA). Bands were visualized using an ECL kit (Pierce) and Hyperfilm (GE Healthcare). Densitometric

| TABLE 1  |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Forward (3'-5') | Reverse (3'-5') | Probe (3'-5')   |
| PAI-1           | CACCAACATTTTTGACGCTGA | CAGGCTCAGCCGAGTCTCC | CCGAGCTCCCCGCTCCTCC |
| TNFα            | CACCTTCTCAAAATTCGGACTGACAA | CTCCTACAGGGTTGTTGCTC | CTTGAGGACCAGCTGTC |
| Inducible nitric-oxide synthase | GAGATTGGAGGCCTTGTGTCA | TCAACGCCTACAGAAGACGTC | TCAAGGAGGACTGAGACAC |
| PCK-1           | GAGATTGGAGGCCTTGTGTCA | TCAACGCCTACAGAAGACGTC | TCAAGGAGGACTGAGACAC |
| GGTase          | GAGATTGGAGGCCTTGTGTCA | TCAACGCCTACAGAAGACGTC | TCAAGGAGGACTGAGACAC |
| β-Actin         | GACCCCGGATCCACATGAA | CCGGCTCAGGGTTGTTGCTC | CTTGAGGACCAGCTGTC |
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analysis was performed using ImageQuant (GE Healthcare) software, and ratios of phosphorylated to total protein were calculated.

**Statistical Analyses.** Results are reported as means ± S.E.M. \((n = 4–6)\). Analysis of variance with Bonferroni’s post hoc test or Mann-Whitney Rank Sum test was used for the determination of statistical significance among treatment groups, as appropriate. A \(p\) value less than 0.05 was selected before the study as the level of significance.

**Results**

**Effect of Resistin on Liver Damage Caused by LPS.** Figure 1 shows representative photomicrographs depicting liver pathology (hematoxylin and eosin stain, left column), neutrophil accumulation (chloroacetate esterase stain, center column) and indices for apoptosis (TUNEL stain, right column) 24 h after injection of LPS ± resistin. No pathological changes were observed in liver tissue after injection with saline or resistin alone, and livers from mice that received saline injections are shown to represent both groups (Fig. 1, top). LPS at this dose caused no macroscopic changes to liver (Fig. 1, left column, middle) but caused a small, but significant (Fig. 2, top panel), increase in oncotic and/or inflammatory foci; these lesions were located predominantly in the midzonal region and encompassed small areas (<10 cells). LPS injection also increased the number of infiltrating neutrophils (Fig. 1, middle column, middle) ~40-fold (Fig. 2, middle). The combined injection of resistin with LPS increased hepatic damage in liver, with necroinflammatory foci now detectable macroscopically (Fig. 1, bottom left, inset). Resistin also significantly enhanced the effect of LPS on the recruitment of neutrophils to the liver ~2.5-fold (Fig. 2, middle). This effect is also in line with the observed increase in the pathology scores under these conditions (Fig. 2, top panel). Livers were stained for TUNEL-positive cells (see Materials and Methods) as an index of apoptosis (Fig. 1, right column). Few TUNEL-positive cells were observed in liver tissue after injection with saline or resistin alone (Fig. 1, right column, top). As expected, LPS alone caused a robust (~40-fold, Fig. 2, middle) increase in TUNEL-positive cells in liver (Fig. 1, right column, middle). Resistin significantly attenuated the increase in TUNEL-positive cells caused by LPS (Fig. 1, right column, bottom) by ~30% (Fig. 2, middle).

Plasma levels of indices of liver damage (AST, ALT) were within normal ranges in saline-treated mice (Fig. 2, bottom). Resistin alone did not alter AST and ALT levels compared with sham-treated animals at any time point. LPS injection alone significantly increased the plasma transaminases activity (AST, 88 ± 12 IU/liter) and 24 (Fig. 2, bottom) h after injection. In contrast to TUNEL staining, concomitant injection of resistin significantly enhanced the increase in plasma ALT and AST caused by LPS at the 24-h time point (Fig. 2, bottom) but not at earlier time points.

**Effect of Resistin on the Induction of Pro- and Anti-Inflammatory Genes Caused by LPS.** Because resistin enhanced recruitment of inflammatory cells caused by LPS (Figs. 1 and 2), its effect on hepatic expression of key proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory genes was determined by real-time RT-
PCR (Fig. 3). LPS alone significantly induced the hepatic expression for all of these variables, as early as 1 h after injection, and was still elevated after 8 h. Twenty-four hours after LPS injection, the expression of these genes was returning to baseline. Although it had no significant effect in the absence of LPS, resistin significantly enhanced the increase in expression of some of these genes. For example, resistin significantly increased the induction of PAI-1 as early as 1 h after injection (Fig. 3, top left panel). Although it had no significant effect on the peak expression caused by LPS (1 h), resistin coexposure blunted the rate at which expression returned to baseline for TNFα (Fig. 3, top right) and intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (second row, left). In contrast to the above-mentioned genes, resistin coexposure had no significant effect on the increase in expression of inducible nitric oxide synthase and interleukin-6 caused by LPS. Resistin alone had no significant effect on the expression of interleukin-10, SOCS1, and SOCS3 in liver (Fig. 3). Analogous to the induction of proinflammatory genes, LPS alone also significantly increased hepatic expression of these anti-inflammatory genes. Resistin altered the expression of SOCS1 (Fig. 3, bottom left) under these conditions, halving the peak in expression observed 8 h after LPS (Fig. 3, bottom left). Furthermore, expression levels of SOCS3 were ~3-fold higher in livers from resistin/LPS compared with LPS alone (Fig. 3, bottom left).

Effect of resistin and LPS on the activation of ERK and JNK. Mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling cascades are involved in cellular proliferation, inflammation, as well as apoptotic cell death (Shaw and Xu, 2003). Furthermore, JNK and ERK1/2 are known upstream inducers of PAI-1 (Vayalil et al., 2007; Wickert et al., 2007). The effects of LPS and resistin on the phosphorylation (activation) status of JNK (p46/p54) and ERK (p42/p44) were therefore performed; representative blots (1 h) and image analysis (1 and 8 h) are shown in Fig. 4. Resistin alone significantly enhanced the phosphorylation status of JNK ~3-fold but returned to baseline values after 8 h. LPS alone caused a similar pattern of JNK phosphorylation as resistin alone. In contrast to the effects of resistin or LPS alone, the combination of these two compounds caused a significant inhibition of JNK phosphorylation, both 1 and 8 h after LPS. Resistin alone did not significantly enhance ERK phosphorylation at any time point. However, the increase in ERK phosphorylation caused by LPS (at 1 h) was robustly enhanced by injection of resistin. The activation status of JNK and ERK at the 24-h time point was not significantly different from baseline, regardless of treatment group (data not shown).

Effect of resistin and LPS on the expression of glucose metabolism regulatory genes in mice. One mechanism by which resistin may alter the hepatic response to LPS is by causing insulin resistance (Steppan et al., 2001b). Therefore, the effect of resistin on insulin-responsive genes involved in carbohydrate metabolism (GLUT-4, GK, PCK-1, G6Pase) was determined in mice via real-time RT-PCR (Table 2). With the exception of a slight decrease in PCK-1 expression 24 h after injection (Table 2), resistin alone had no significant effect on the expression of these genes. LPS injection significantly down-regulated the expression of all of these genes, with this effect initiating as early as 8 h after injection. With the exception of a transient increase in GK expression at the 1-h time point (Table 2), resistin did not significantly affect the changes in expression caused by LPS.

In addition to determining the expression level of insulin-responsive genes, plasma levels of insulin, resistin, and glucose were determined (Fig. 5). No significant changes in plasma insulin levels were observed 1 h after injection. Resistin alone did not alter plasma insulin levels. Injection of LPS caused an increase in the plasma levels of insulin after 8 and 24 h; this increase caused by LPS was significantly blunted by resistin at the 24-h time point. LPS alone caused a significant 2-fold decrease in plasma resistin levels 24 h after injection. Resistin levels in animals administered exogenous resistin were significantly elevated 1 h after injection, which probably represents the exogenous protein rather than de novo synthesis. Although plasma resistin levels were not significantly affected by injection of LPS, the combination of LPS and resistin caused a ~50% increase in resistin levels 8 h after injection. Resistin did not alter the effect of LPS at the 24-h time point (Fig. 5). Resistin alone did not alter plasma glucose levels. LPS alone decreased plasma glucose levels ~50% 8 h after injection. Co-administration of LPS and resistin did not significantly alter the decrease in glucose caused by LPS alone.

Effect of LPS and resistin on hepatic fibrin deposition. The earliest gene whose expression to LPS was enhanced by resistin was PAI-1 (Fig. 3, top left), and this effect was coupled with an increase in ERK1/2 phosphorylation.
(Fig. 4), a known upstream inducer of PAI-1 (Hamaguchi et al., 2003). Previous studies have shown that induction of PAI-1 expression can cause fibrin accumulation under conditions in which the coagulation cascade is already activated (e.g., after LPS injection); the resulting hemostasis could exacerbate liver damage (Hewett and Roth, 1995; Bergheim et al., 2006b). The effect of LPS and resistin on hepatic fibrin deposition was therefore determined by confocal microscopy (Fig. 6). LPS alone caused fibrin deposition in sinusoidal spaces of the liver lobule (Fig. 6, middle left). Injection with resistin alone caused a small increase in fibrin deposition. Resistin injection dramatically exacerbated deposition of fibrin caused by LPS (Fig. 6, middle right).

Blocking of the coagulation cascade with the selective thrombin inhibitor hirudin completely prevented the increase in fibrin accumulation (Fig. 6, bottom left panel) and liver damage caused by resistin after LPS injection, with transaminases values similar to that of LPS alone (Fig. 7, bottom panel). Likewise, coadministration of the MEK inhibitor, U0126, blocked fibrin accumulation and liver damage.

**TABLE 2**

Effect of LPS and resistin on the expression of key insulin-responsive genes

Animals and treatments are described under Materials and Methods. Real-time RT-PCR was performed as described under Materials and Methods, and results were normalized to β-actin. Data are means ± S.E.M. (n = 4–6) and are reported as -fold of control values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>1 h after Injection</th>
<th>8 h after Injection</th>
<th>24 h after Injection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLUT-4</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>LPS</td>
<td>R + LPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GK</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCK-1</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6Pase</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R, resistin.

a p < 0.05 compared with the absence of LPS.
b p < 0.05 compared with the absence of resistin.
caused by resistin in the presence of LPS (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, bottom panel) at the 24-h time point. Furthermore, hirudin and U0126 prevented the increase in PAI-1 expression caused by resistin in the presence of LPS at the peak time point (8 h; Fig. 7, top panel). In contrast, hepatic expression of TNFα (Fig. 7, top panel) was not affected by U0126 or hirudin at this time point.

**Discussion**

**Resistin Enhances Inflammatory Damage in Mouse Liver.** The major findings of this study indicate that resistin enhances inflammation and liver injury because of a bolus injection of LPS. In particular, it was shown that resistin enhances inflammatory cell recruitment and liver damage caused by LPS (Figs. 1 and 2). Exposure of the liver to low levels of LPS is common and occurs through multiple means, including increased LPS translocation from the intestinal lumen into the portal venous blood (Ganey and Roth, 2001). LPS administration is also an experimental model of infection and inflammation, which also induces insulin resistance in rodents (Virkamäki and Yki-Jarvinen, 1994; Rajala et al., 2002; Sugita et al., 2002). This model was therefore selected to test our hypotheses because it combines both inflammatory and insulin resistance. Inflammatory responses triggered by small doses of LPS are typically noninjurious, but physiological/biochemical changes that are alone pathologically inert can synergistically enhance the hepatotoxic response to a subsequent stimulus. For example, simple steatosis greatly enhances liver damage caused by a subsequent LPS injection (Yang et al., 1997).

As mentioned in the Introduction, resistin has been proposed to potentially enhance inflammation in humans, but the mechanisms by which it mediates these effects are unclear. In rodents, the primary effect of resistin has been to cause insulin resistance. However, whether or not resistin mediates species-specific effects is unclear; indeed, whether or not resistin is proinflammatory in rodents has not been specifically tested. Therefore, the effect of resistin alone and in combination with LPS on key mediators of these processes was determined. Acute bolus exposure of resistin was therefore used to here to avoid secondary effects of the peptide in vivo (e.g., via insulin resistance) and to focus on primary effects. Chronic resistin treatment would probably exacerbate the effects seen under acute conditions. Although acute resistin had no effect on inflammatory gene expression in the absence of LPS, the expression induced by LPS for many of these genes was enhanced by resistin (Fig. 3). Resistin also attenuated the increase in expression of the anti-inflammatory mediator SOCS1 caused by LPS (Fig. 3). However, most of the genes affected by resistin under these conditions had a delayed response, peaking 8 to 24 h after LPS. Therefore, it is unclear whether these effects of resistin are primary or secondary to earlier changes. However, resistin did enhance the increase in PAI-1 expression caused by LPS as early as 1 h after injection (Fig. 3); this effect was coupled with enhanced activation of ERK1/2 (Fig. 4), a known upstream inducer of PAI-1 (Hamaguchi et al., 2003). Although JNK is also a mediator of the induction of PAI-1 expression, its
activation by LPS injection was actually inhibited by resistin under these conditions (Fig. 4); therefore, this early induction of PAI-1 is unlikely to be mediated by the JNK pathway. PAI-1 induction may contribute to the indirect increase in the other proinflammatory genes under these conditions by inducing hemostasis (see below).

An interesting finding in this study was that although liver cell death (as determined by transaminases and cytokines; Fig. 2) because of LPS was enhanced by resistin, TUNEL staining (an index of apoptosis; Fig. 1) was actually decreased under these conditions. Indices of death via apoptosis and via necrosis often increase in tandem in models of liver damage, indicative that both mechanisms of cell death are induced. However, biochemical changes within the cell may favor one mechanism of cell death over another. For example, the activation of JNK (Xia et al., 1995; Verheij et al., 1996) caused by LPS was profoundly inhibited by resistin (see Fig. 4), which may blunt cell death via apoptosis. Second, even when early stages of apoptotic signaling are not impaired, low cellular energy levels may prevent the completion of the apoptotic signaling cascade, resulting in secondary necrosis (sometimes coined “necroptosis”; Malhi et al., 2006). A similar imbalance between increases in apoptosis and necrosis was observed by Koteish et al. (2002) in a model of enhanced LPS-induced liver damage caused by chronic ethanol exposure. In particular, the authors of that study found that ethanol enhances LPS-induced necrosis but blunts apoptosis (Fig. 1), concomitant with inhibition of JNK (Fig. 4) activation. Such an effect is often the hallmark of frank (or oncotic) necrosis (for review, see Malhi et al., 2006).

Resistin Enhances LPS-Induced Liver Damage Independent of Changes in Glucose Metabolism. In contrast to the effect of resistin on genes mediating inflammation, the expression of genes involved in glucose metabolism (Table 2) was largely unaltered by resistin. These genes (Glut-4, GK, PCK-1, and G6Pase) are all regulated by insulin, and alterations in the pattern of expression of these genes serve as surrogate markers of insulin signaling. Furthermore, with the exception of blunting the increase in plasma insulin levels caused by LPS at the 24-h time point, resistin had no significant effect on insulin or glucose under these conditions. This is in line with previous work by others in which no alteration in plasma insulin or glucose levels was observed after giving mice injections with 0.1 to 20 mg/kg resistin (Ort et al., 2005). Taken together, these results suggest that the effect of resistin on liver damage caused by LPS is unlikely to be mediated by insulin resistance per se. Previous studies have shown that administration of resistin (or transgenic overexpression) induces insulin resistance (Holcomb et al., 2000; Steppan et al., 2001b); the difference between those studies and the current work may be explained by the differences in the length of exposure to resistin. In previous work, cultured monocytes/macrophages exposed to LPS increased their expression of resistin (Lu et al., 2002; Kaser et al., 2003). LPS here caused no detectable increase in circulating resistin in the mouse. This apparent discrepancy may be because of differences in the models employed, such as the relative dose of LPS or the dilution of the resistin signal by the circulation, rather than mechanistic differences, per se. Future studies should address these points.

Does Resistin Enhance Hemostasis Caused by LPS? Previous studies have shown that the coagulation system is activated by LPS (Hewett and Roth, 1995) and that fibrin accumulates in the liver (Takeuchi et al., 1994). In addition to activating fibrin deposition, lipopolysaccharide also induces expression of inhibitors of fibrinolysis (e.g., PAI-1; Fig. 3). Elevated PAI-1 and hepatic fibrin have been correlated with enhanced LPS-induced liver damage in other models, such as idiosyncratic drug toxicity (Luyendyk et al., 2004) or surgical resection (Bergheim et al., 2006b). It has been hypothesized that increased fibrin deposition because of a PAI-1-induced decrease in fibrinolysis causes hemostasis and microregional hypoxia, leading to hepatocellular death (Ganey et al., 2004). The “classic” role of PAI-1 in impairing fibrinolysis may also contribute to inflammation. For example, fibrin matrices have been shown to be permissive to chemotaxis and activation of monocytes and leukocytes (Holdsworth et al., 1979; Loike et al., 1995).

It is proposed here that a similar mechanism is responsible, at least in part, for enhanced LPS-induced liver damage caused by resistin. In general, the enhancement by resistin on the expression of PAI-1 caused by LPS was significantly attenuated (~3-fold) with hirudin or with U0126 administration (Fig. 6). The protective effect of these drugs on PAI-1...
expression was also mirrored by prevention of fibrin accumulation (Fig. 7) and liver damage (Fig. 6) under these conditions, which supports the hypothesis that exacerbated LPS-induced liver injury caused by resistin is because of increased fibrin deposition. Both hirudin and U0126 may also decrease PAI-1 expression by inhibiting the expression of TNFα, which is a known potent inducer of PAI-1. The finding that U0126 and hirudin did not significantly alter TNFα expression or plasma protein (Fig. 7) partially alleviates this concern. It nevertheless cannot be completely ruled out that other mediators that are blunted by U0126 or hirudin may play a role in the protective effects observed here.

Taken together, the results of this study identify a new potential mechanism by which the adipocytokine resistin may contribute to inflammatory liver damage. In general, via enhancing the induction of PAI-1 and thereby impairing fibrinolysis, resistin exacerbates inflammatory liver damage caused by LPS. Although an effect of resistin on insulin signaling cannot be completely dismissed under these conditions, many of the changes caused by resistin occurred before any significant alterations in the expression of insulin-responsive genes. Given the fact that insulin resistance is known to indirectly cause inflammation via numerous mechanisms potentially independent of resistin (e.g., oxidative stress, glucose toxicity, etc.), the inflammation observed here acutely would probably be exacerbated under chronic conditions of insulin resistance. Previous work by others has identified that resistin is proinflammatory in a mouse model of arthritis (Bokarewa et al., 2005). The results of the current study support the hypothesis that resistin may also mediate hepatic inflammation independent of its effect on insulin signaling, analogous to its proposed function in humans.
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